The perfect plan
Where do we begin? With your needs, wishes, ideas—and a solid understanding of organizational
logic, too. Using the ORG Home garage zone system, we work together to map out a plan that will
simplify your day and enhance your home to fit your lifestyle.
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1. TRANSITION
A natural place to set bags, hang jackets, or sit down
to put on or take off shoes on your way in or out
the door.

4. LARGE ITEM STORAGE
Higher elevation storage keeps large, seldom-used
items such as coolers, camping gear and holiday
décor out of the way.

2. NEED IT NOW
Quick, easy access to frequently used items such as
dog food, soft drinks, canned goods, recyclables or
any kind of household overflow.

5. FREQUENTLY USED ITEMS
A grab-and-go zone for easy access to often-used
items like brooms, rakes, bird food and active gear.

3. LONG, TALL, THIN STORAGE
A convenient home for seasonal supplies and yard
tools like shovels and clippers, just steps away from
where you use them.

6. WORK SPACE
Your place to escape and focus on activities you
love, complete with creature comforts to enhance
the experience.

Transform your space with ORG Home signature garage
solutions featuring robust construction and dimensions up to 48"
wide. The wall-mounted cabinets make cleaning a breeze and protect
against moisture and nesting of pests.

1" thick top and bottom

Adjustable 1" thick shelves

Thermally-fused laminate

Fully integrated back

Clean white interior

Heavy-duty hardware

Euro-style hinges

Optional 2mm thick edgeband

Off-the-floor design
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It’s all possible
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•

Almost endless options let you transform your garage into a
space that accomodates your exact needs.

•

Doors conceal clutter to keep the room feeling clean and calm.

•

Extruded aluminum handles protect the edges and coordinate
with other hardware.

•

Butcher block worksurface offers extra durability for projects
and hobbies.

•

Sleek styling provides a sophisticated appearance.

•

Heavy-duty construction stands up to tough garage conditions.

Built-in flexibility

Personalized space

Heavy-duty hooks and bins go anywhere
and rearrange as needed.

Carve out a hobby or garden station with
cabinets and drawers that keep all your
supplies neatly contained.

Shown in Driftwood with Arctic White interior.
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Neat ideas
A reach-in recycling
center and sports
lockers with pull-out
baskets keep everyday
items close at hand but
hidden from view.

Practical approach
Built-in options like
ventilated cabinets,
garden tool racks and
a utility sink are made
to accommodate
hard work.

Shown in Driftwood with Arctic White interior.
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Shown in Chateau with Arctic White interior.

Let the fun begin
•

Sports center, party central, storage and yes, room for the car.

•

High-quality finish and accents create a stylish space you’re
proud to share.

•

Doors conceal all the clutter when it’s time to play.

•

Glass and beverage storage saves trips back and forth into
the house.

•

Integrated audio makes the room entertainment-ready.

•

A boot bench eases transitions in and out of the door.
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Accommodate your interests
The Silver Track’s hooks and racks keep bikes,
helmets and other sports equipment within
easy reach.

Hold everything

Organize your gear

Take your pick of short, tall or deep cabinets,
all mounted securely up and off the floor.

Jackets, coats and fishing vests hang neatly in
the garage, alongside tents and tarps.
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Ready to serve
Hooks and bins on
the Silver Track hold
paper towels, ice
tongs, etc. Pull-out
recycling bins conceal
the empties.

Double duty
By day, it’s a tool
rack. By night, unveil
a secret display shelf
and media storage to
surprise your guests.

Open wide
Hinge design lets
you access gear easily,
then close the doors
to present a clean,
clutter-free face to
the world.

Shown in Chateau with Arctic White interior.
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Shown in Copper Blaze with Arctic White interior.

Polish your image
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•

Color-rich finishes add high style to your garage.

•

Hanging cabinets protect from damp floors and allow easy
cleaning underneath.

•

Heavy-duty, 1" thick shelves handle loads with ease.

•

Euro-style hinges allow doors to open wide.

•

Wall-to-wall storage maximizes every inch of space.

•

Cabinets are organized into zones for everyday and occasional use.

Neatness counts
ORGwall keeps
supplies close at hand,
and a built-in sink lets
you wash up before
entering the house.

A comfortable fit
Extra-deep cabinets
accommodate
oversized items like
golf clubs or coolers.

Details matter
Dovetailed drawers
extend fully on quality
slides and 1" thick
shelves adjust for your
changing needs.
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Trophy room

Interest-driven

Add built-in display cases to show off mementos,
awards, and keepsakes.

Organize a hub for the activities you love, like this
scooter pit stop.

Shown in Copper Blaze with Arctic White interior.
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Enhance your lifestyle
•

Customization creates the ultimate high-performance garage.

•

High-end finishes maintain consistent aesthetics indoors and out.

•

Cabinets and drawers organize equipment and keep clutter out of sight.

•

Adjustable, 1" thick shelves provide exceptional durability.

•

Tall cabinets with hanging rods store athletic and outdoor apparel.
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Shown in Platinum with Arctic White interior.

Unified front
Tools and equipment
of all sizes and shapes
are tucked away
behind doors to
create a tidy look.

Efficiency experts
•

A boot bench creates a handy landing pad.

•

ORGwall makes grab-and-go items easy to find.

•

Wire baskets on full-extension glides keep sports gear contained.

•

Tall cabinets conceal yard tools behind closed doors.

•

Heavy-duty shelves hold big, bulky items with ease.
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Shown in Heritage Maple with Arctic White interior.

A tall order

Think big

Take full advantage of vertical space with
cabinets scaled to match your garage.

Deep cabinets with adjustable, 1" thick shelves
accommodate oversize totes.
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Good clean living
•

Elevated cabinets simplify floor cleaning.

•

Durable surfaces are easy to clean.

•

Gorgeous finishes and quality hardware extend your sense of style.

•

Built-in work surface provides space for hobbies or fix-it projects.

•

ORGwall puts commonly used items within easy reach.
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Colors

Arctic White/Arctic White

Copper Blaze / Arctic White

Heritage Maple / Arctic White

Stone Grey / Arctic White

Platinum / Arctic White

Driftwood / Arctic White

Chateau / Arctic White

ORGwall COLORS

Bright White

Dover White

Grey

Powder Coated Steel

Aluminum (Matte)

Pine

Cedar

GARAGE LEG OPTIONS

Plastic (Black)
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Note: Although we make every effort to ensure color accuracy in our printing process, your final product may not be an exact match to the images displayed.
See your ORG Home Dealer for a complete selection of finishes, hardware, and trim.

ORGwall accessories

Single Hook

4" Double Hook

Hoop Hook

Big Hook

Handle Hook

Horizontal Hook

Ski Hook

Paper Towel Bar

Magnetic Tool Bar

Spray Can Rack

Hand Tool Rack

Universal Tray

Drawer Tray

Pull-out Basket

Small Basket

Medium Basket

Large Basket
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Silver Track accessories

Silver Track Screw Cap Cover

Large Cap Cover

Small Cap Cover

5" Double Hook

Basket Hook

Horizontal Bike Rack

9" Double Hook

Big Tool Hook

Vertical Bike Hook

Activity Hook

Fishing Rod Hook

Hose Hook

Small Storage Bin

Medium Storage Bin

Large Storage Bin
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Paper Holder Set

Screwdriver Hook

Wrench Hook

Pliers Hook

Shelf Bracket

Single Hook

Coordinating options

Aluminum Leg

Bar Handle - 6", 15"

Extruded Aluminum Handle

Note: Although we make every effort to ensure color accuracy in our printing process, your final product may not be an exact match to the images displayed.
See your ORG Home Dealer for a complete selection of finishes, hardware, and trim.
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Let’s go
inside
Organization doesn’t end in the garage.
Ask about our smart solutions for closets,
pantries, laundry rooms, guest rooms,
home offices, entertainment rooms, craft
rooms and more.
Every project comes complete with:
• Thoughtful design
• Quick turnaround
• Meticulous installation
• Consistently high quality
• The personal attention you need
to achieve a clean, clutter-free and
more efficient lifestyle

This document is printed on paper certified to
the environmental and social standards of the
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®).

ORG Home offers a complete line of personalized storage and organization
solutions for closets, garages, pantries, laundry rooms, entryways, home
offices, craft rooms, and more. ORG Home Authorized Dealers provide
design services, organization advice, and professional installation. Although
we make every effort to ensure product availability with changing market
trends, not all products shown may be available. Visit www.ORGHome.com
for more information.
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